Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 7-14-21

- EdgeX Awards were honored at the start of the TSC meeting. Cloud Tsai and the IOTech Taiwan team were honored as Contributor award winners and Lenny Goodell and Ernesto Ojeda of Intel were our Innovation award winners. The video ceremony will be made available shortly.
- All working groups have or are about to update their project boards.
- No big issues have been seen with the Ireland release. Some small bugs have been identified in core and application services. Issues for these have been created but do not warrant any type of release fix at this time.
- Lenny (our PM) has outlined the new cross cutting concerns board for Jakarta. This is a much reduced (compared to Ireland) set of concerns. Most of the issues on the cross cutting board revolve around security needs.
- 11 of 16 app services examples have been migrated. Cloud examples are likely to be consolidated or merged a bit due to the fact they all are similar to the MQTT export.
- RFID/LLRP Inventory app service is moving out of holding.
- A new performance doc for Ireland is being worked. Preliminary/raw document available here. James and Core WG to polish and make widely available in a few weeks.
- LLRP and UART device services are being reviewed. Both are V1 in SDK base.
- DevOps added support for the LLRP/RFID inventory app service.
- Docker images for EdgeX 2.0 now have descriptions/overviews.
- DevOps with Security have put linters in place for edgex-go.
- All GitHub repositories (except edgex-docs) have the base branch named “main”. Ernesto has a shell script to rename your forks (see https://gist.github.com/ernestojeda/8c399925d226f42e0c15898139fb0e8e)
- Security has a new process in place to issue a CVE through advisory in GitHub. GitHub assigns the CVE ID and publish it to CVE List.
- The first EdgeX CVE under the new process was issued this week. See https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/security/advisories.
- China EdgeX Web Site is up and running. It is available at https://cn.edgexfoundry.org/
- Outreach will now be meeting every other Monday at 9am PDT. The next meeting will be July 26th. This will be a consolidated marketing, certification, website, adopter series, etc. meeting.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Metrics / #268
  - The dynamic service list / #377
  - Unit of measure / #386
  - Securing access to Consul (update) / #424
- With no other nominees for TSC Chair, Jim White is TSC Chairman for 2021/2022
- It was decided by the TSC to form a “tiger team” to review the LTS Policy (per request during the planning meeting). Jim will select members and organize the meeting.
- No TSC meeting next week – 7/21/21 (Jim is out).
- Ireland documentation continues. There is a page in the TSC deck that lists area of completed work and needs.